Simultaneous Monitoring of Disease and Microbe Dynamics Through Plasma DNA Sequencing in Pediatric Patients with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
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Key Points

1. A custom-designed hybridization capture next generation sequencing (NGS) panel noninvasively and quantitatively measures leukemic disease burden and microbial species abundance through serial peripheral blood draws throughout induction chemotherapy.

2. Sequencing of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) alongside microbial cell free DNA (mcfDNA) in the same sample reveals the effectiveness of chemotherapy alongside the immunosuppressive consequences of cytotoxic therapy.

3. Efforts to incorporate ctDNA and mcfDNA NGS monitoring in higher risk patient populations have the potential to uncover mechanisms of response, resistance, and infectious complications that correlate with patient outcomes.

Abstract

Treatment of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) necessitates continuous risk assessment of leukemic disease burden as well as infections that arise in the setting of immunosuppression and myelosuppression. This study was performed to assess the feasibility of a hybrid capture NGS panel to longitudinally measure molecular leukemic disease clearance and microbial species abundance in 20 pediatric patients with ALL throughout induction chemotherapy. This proof-of-concept helps establish a technical and conceptual framework that we anticipate will be expanded and applied to additional patients with leukemias, as well as extended to additional cancers. Molecular monitoring can help to accelerate the attainment of insights into the temporal biology of host-microbe-leukemia interactions, including how those changes correlate with and alter anticancer therapy efficacy. We also anticipate fewer invasive bone marrow aspirations or biopsies will be required as these methods improve with standardization and are validated for clinical use.

Introduction

Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) sequencing has shown promise as a noninvasive diagnostic tool for evaluating maternal and child health\(^1, 2\), detecting cancer earlier and monitoring treatment response\(^3-6\), and identifying infectious microbes with less bias\(^7, 8\). ALL is the most common pediatric cancer and, despite dramatic improvements in outcomes over the past fifty years, remains one of the leading causes of pediatric cancer-associated morbidity and mortality\(^9\). Further, due to the immunosuppressive and myelosuppressive consequences of current cytotoxic therapies, infectious complications are the major cause of treatment-associated mortality\(^10\).

The presence of cfDNA in plasma has been known for decades\(^11, 12\). Predicted upon advances in DNA sequencing technologies, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is currently being evaluated as a biomarker for the early detection of malignancies, as well as a tool to monitor response and guide treatment\(^4-6, 13, 14\). Much of the work to-date has been performed on solid tumors where ctDNA monitoring has increasingly demonstrated diagnostic and prognostic value that has the potential to improve the outcomes of cancer patients\(^15-19\). Cell-free RNA sequencing and nucleosome imprinting have determined that hematopoietic cells are the largest contributors to circulating nucleic acid pools in healthy individuals\(^20, 21\), suggesting that ctDNA monitoring may be even more sensitive in the detection of tumors of hematopoietic origin when compared to solid tumors. Large studies of ctDNA derived from lymphomas have demonstrated improved risk assessment when used to monitor minimal residual disease\(^22-24\). Previous groups have applied next generation sequencing (NGS) on cellular pediatric leukemia samples to characterize mutational landscapes at diagnosis\(^25, 28\) and relapse\(^29-31\), as well as measure immunoglobulin donality\(^32\) as a sensitive biomarker of residual disease. Limited cfDNA sequencing studies have been performed on acute leukemias\(^23, 33\), and to date, we are unaware of studies that have evaluated ctDNA in pediatric leukemia patients.
The identification and quantification of non-human DNA in plasma has also shown promise as a strategy for diagnosing infectious diseases as well as monitoring the human virome. Studies have shown that microbial cell-free DNA (mcfDNA) sequencing has similar sensitivity to standard methods for common causes of bloodstream infection, with an increased capacity to more rapidly detect rare species as well as pathogens otherwise difficult to detect through conventional cell culture methods. For example, shotgun mcfDNA sequencing has been recently shown to predict impending infections in pediatric cancer patients. Additional improvements in the sensitivity of mcfDNA sequencing could further establish the clinical utility of microbial sequencing for diagnosing and predicting the presence of infectious complications. One strategy for increasing the sensitivity of mcfDNA detection is to enrich for microbe-specific sequences.

In the present study, we sought to develop an approach that would simultaneously monitor the two leading causes of mortality in pediatric ALL patients: 1) disease persistence or relapse and 2) infectious microbes in the setting of immunosuppression. To accomplish this, we developed and evaluated a novel capture-based ultra-deep sequencing strategy that enriched for leukemia-specific mutations and potential microbes in the plasma of ALL patients as they underwent induction chemotherapy. We found that we can detect and monitor leukemia in most patients and identified specific patterns of ctDNA dynamics as patients underwent treatment. Further, by comparing cellular to ctDNA variant allelic fractions (VAFs), we found that performing invasive bone marrow examinations at diagnosis to isolate malignant cells may be unnecessary for genomic analyses, as similar variants are detected at comparable frequencies in both sample types. Finally, we found that the human infectome is dynamic in ALL patients during the first 6 weeks of treatment, with evidence for widespread reactivation of herpes and polyoma viruses.

**Methods**

**Patient Cohort, Sample Processing, and Sequencing Library Preparation**

20 patients (8 females, 12 males, average age 7.9 years) enrolled on Total Therapy XVII for Newly Diagnosed Patients With Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia and Lymphoma (NCT03117751) at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital had serial samples collected during routine blood draws after approval of the Institutional Review Board and informed consent for research use. The protocol was reviewed and approved by the St. Jude and Stanford Institutional Review Boards. Sample workflow (Figure 1A) involved DNA extraction followed by sequencing of libraries prepared through direct ligation and capture-based enrichment using a custom panel. Bone marrow samples were collected at the time of diagnosis, at day 15, at day 22 for patients with minimal residual disease (MRD) ≥1% on day 15, and at day 42 of induction (end of induction [EOI]) with peripheral blood count recovery per protocol. Peripheral blood samples (5ml in EDTA) were collected at diagnosis and days 8, 15, 22 and 42/EOI. Samples were centrifuged at 400g for 10 minutes and plasma was transferred to a separate tube. When cells were isolated, PBS was then added to the remaining sample in a 1 to 2 ratio, followed by density centrifugation at 400g for 30 minutes with Ficoll-Plus (Amersham) as per the manufacturer recommendations. Plasma and cells were then stored at -80 until DNA was extracted. Plasma separation was done within 6 hours from blood collection to limit cellular apoptosis and necrosis. CfDNA was extracted from 650μl - 1ml (average 950 μl) of plasma or non-cellular bone marrow (NCBM) plasma using Maxwell RSC ccfDNA Plasma Kit, according to the manufacturer’s protocol using 40μl elution buffer (Qiagen). CfDNA was quantified with a Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity Kit. For each sample, all extracted cfDNA (i.e. without size selection) was input into NEBNext® UltraII DNA Library Preparation Kit for Illumina (NEB #E7645) according to the manufacturer’s protocol except Kappa 10x primer mix was used for PCR enrichment of the adapter-ligated libraries and Qiagen EB buffer was used for elution. The traditional shearing step in library preparation was skipped to minimize contamination from non-
apoptotic sources and increase the ctDNA purity of the library. Adapter combinations were selected per TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation Pooling Guidelines (Pooling Guidelines) for HiSeq.

Sequencing
Following library preparation and quantification, MiSeq sequencing was performed for assessment of the quality of the sequencing libraries prior to hybridization capture. For each case, libraries (equivalent to pre-defined time points) were pooled together in a 1:1 ratio into one capture. Whole exome sequencing (WES) was performed with an xGen Exome Research Panel (IDT) which consists of 429,826 probes spanning 39 Mb (19,396 genes) of the human genome covering 51 Mb of end-to-end tiled probe space. Sequencing was performed on the NextSeq instrument (Illumina).

Custom Capture Panel Design
The design of our capture panel was informed by a priori sequencing of 600 ALL patients and the infectious capture panel was designed using probes specific to common human pathogens. For targeted hybridization-based capture of cfDNA, a fit-for-purpose gene panel covering 1668 exons (319.4kb) was used to supplement the xGen Pan-Cancer Panel (IDT) with previously defined somatic mutations in leukemia oncogene pathways, tumor suppressor genes, genes associated with relapse, genes associated with drug metabolism and glucocorticoid resistance, as well as genes identified from recent CRISPR/Cas9 screens and internal databases. A deletion probe set was designed to regions surrounding heterozygous SNPs in genes commonly deleted in ALL. Heterozygous SNPs are from dbSNP (build 150) and found in ≥1% of samples. Only SNPs in non-repetitive regions with allele frequency of 0.3% to 0.5% were considered. Probes were 120bp in size as per the manufacturer specifications. Genomic coordinates for gene segments were retrieved from Halper-Stromberg et al. Microbial probe sets were designed from molecular barcodes (16s/18s ribosomal RNA and ITS) and species-specific genes from human pathogens common in leukemia patients. Sequence data was derived from the NCBI gene database, OrthoDB, Virus Pathogen Database and Analysis Resource, Ribosomal Database Project, OrthoMCL Database, and EuPathDB databases.

Variant Calling
For WES data analysis, FASTQ files were trimmed with Trimmomatic 0.35 to cut adapter and other manufacturer-specific sequences from reads. Alignment to the human reference genome GRCh38/hg38 was performed with a Burrows-Wheeler Aligner MEM 0.7.17. Duplicates were marked with Picard’s MarkDuplicates and local realignment and base-recalibration was achieved with GATK 4.1.4.1. Variant calling and filtering were performed following GATK’s best practices workflow for germline somatic pipeline for short variant discovery involving the HaplotypeCaller tool for calling and the VariantRecalibrator tool for filtering. Annotation using various databases was performed with ANNOVAR.

For targeted sequencing using the customized ALL gene panel, NGS reads were de-multiplexed using Illumina’s bcl2fastq 2.20. Trimmomatic was again used for removing manufacturer-specific sequences and alignment performed using BWA MEM 0.7.17 and GRCh38/hg38. Analysis of this deep sequencing data was done using the error suppression tool CleanDeepSeq.

Microbial Filtering
The targeted sequencing data contains reads from both ALL panel and microbe panel. Using the targeted sequencing data, manufacturer-specific sequences were trimmed from the FASTQ files using Trimmomatic 0.35, then sequentially aligned to human reference genome GRCh38/hg38 and Macaca mulatta (Rhesus monkey) Mmul_10 reference genome using the stringent BWA ALN 0.7.17 algorithm. The remaining unaligned reads were then collected for further microbe analysis. Microbes from the
unaligned reads were first identified using metagenomic classifier Kraken2 2.0.8, and reads supporting these microbes were put through the BLAST+ 2.10.0 algorithm for concordance check (Figure 3A). False positive reads were identified as 1) fewer than 10 supporting reads from virus and 50 reads from bacteria and fungi, 2) less than 95% BLAST+ match on both forward and reverse reads, 3) forward reads and reverse reads do not match to the same kraken species, and 4) the contig length outside 120-600bp window.

**Results**

**Study Overview**

168 samples underwent sequencing, prospectively collected from 20 newly diagnosed ALL patients over a 6-week course of induction therapy on the Total Therapy XVII clinical trial. Both cellular and plasma (cell-free) fractions were collected from peripheral blood and bone marrow to enable comparisons of distinct potential reservoirs of leukemia associated mutations and infectious microbial DNA. Panel coverage (Figure 1B) was found to be uniform over the target sequence with 100% of the target region covered at a mean depth of 12,884 reads.

At diagnosis, average plasma cfDNA yield was similar to NCBM cfDNA yield (mean 85 and 75 ng, respectively). Plasma cfDNA yield increased during the first few days of induction chemotherapy, likely a reflection of rapidly dying leukemic cells after beginning treatment. Similarly, NCBM cfDNA yield peaked at day 15 suggesting the cells within the bone marrow were still dying at a higher rate and at a later timepoint than the leukemia cells in peripheral blood cells. Thereafter, cfDNA concentration remained around 10ng per ml of blood throughout induction therapy whereas NCBM cfDNA yield increased in the latter part of induction therapy (Figure 1C), potentially reflecting the turnover of rejuvenating hematopoietic cells after induction therapy and during consolidation treatment.

**Patient Dynamics in Mutational VAF Clearance During Induction Therapy**

The custom panel-based ctDNA NGS identified one or more variants at diagnosis in 17 of 20 patients (85%) (Figure 2A). Mutational clearance throughout induction chemotherapy was near universally observed. Each patient had an average of 2.3 detectable mutations (range 0-5, S.D. 1.3). 39 unique mutations were detected with only one instance of a shared mutation (KRAS p.G13D in cases 3 and 16). Distinct patterns of variant allele clearance were observed as patients underwent induction chemotherapy treatment. Generally, VAFs increased and then diminished throughout the course of induction therapy (Figure 2B) coincident with pharmacokinetics of chemotherapy and rapid cell death. Sequencing coverage was maintained over this time period (Figure 2C). Truncal mutations (defined as allele frequency >0.25 OR peripheral blood VAF >0.3 in both NCBM and peripheral blood) were found in 8 of 16 patients (71%) and included the genes NOTCH1, NRAS, KRAS, JAK2, NF1, and ADGRL2.

**Comparison of Cells, NCBM, PB cfDNA and Minimum Residual Disease**

The concordance of variants detected across cellular, non-cellular bone marrow (NCBM) and peripheral blood cfDNA was assessed (Figure 2D). At diagnosis, peripheral blood VAFs correlated most strongly with VAFs detected in the cellular bone marrow (23/30 variants detected in both) with each compartment picking up a small number of unique variants (3 and 4 for cellular BM and peripheral blood cfDNA, respectively) suggesting that both compartments are capturing most of the same variant information (Supplemental Figure 1). Approximately a third of variants were simultaneously detected in all three compartments. Three cases showed VAFs >30% in the peripheral blood that were not detected in the bone marrow (Case 20: FBXW7, HUWE1, and MTUS2; Case 11: SMARCB4; Case 4: THSD7A). On Day 15, 68% of variants detected in the peripheral blood were also found in the cell free bone marrow. 4 patients (Cases 10, 14, 15, and 16) had detectable MRD by flow at EOI (Figure 2B). Several cases
demonstrated detectable variants despite negative EOI MRD by flow. Conversely, one patient (Case 10) had persistent flow MRD at end of induction (day 42) without any detectable VAFs.

**Microbial Invasion Observed During Induction**

We also established technical feasibility for detecting infectious microbes in both cells as well as cfdNA through our custom microbe panel and our novel microbe detection pipeline (Figure 3A). Of note, cases 1-3 did not undergo microbial enrichment as part of the workflow and did not have any microbes detected at any timepoints. In addition, we evaluated mcfDNA from 5 healthy controls and 5 patients with acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) at diagnosis as controls. Importantly, we found the reads assigned to a specific microbe spanned both the probe target regions and surrounding areas of the genome (Supplementary Figure 2).

In general, we found the changes in mcfDNA to be dynamic and the microbes detected to be recurrent across induction therapy within a patient (Figure 3B). When compared to healthy control samples, we found changes in the dominant microbe species detected in ALL patients. For example, bacterial species from the Ralstonia genus were detected in all healthy samples, but only one of the 126 ALL samples. Conversely, Cutibacterium were detected in most ALL samples but none of the healthy controls (Supplemental Figure 4), which may represent the ability of the commensal skin bacteria to invade the human host. Importantly, Bacillus species, a known cause of mortality of pediatric ALL patients, were detected in a subset of patients. For fungal DNA, Malassezia species were detected in 60% of healthy controls and 13/17 (82%) of diagnostic ALL samples, but none of the AML samples (Supplementary Figure 5).

**Complex Virome Dynamics in ALL Patients During Induction Therapy**

Trending of viral species detection during induction therapy in peripheral blood demonstrated reproducibility in species detected for each case (Figure 4 A) and compared to healthy controls as well as 5 age-matched AML cases. Similar to our bacterial analyses, all healthy control sample had a single viral species detected in all samples: Human herpesvirus 6 (HHV6B). In addition, only 1/17 (16%) of ALL diagnostic samples had HHV6B detected while 9/17 (53%) diagnostic samples had at least one viral species detected at diagnosis. 9/9 patients with a viral species detected at diagnosis had the same species detected in at least one subsequent sample, 8/9 had additional viral species detected over induction therapy, and 6/8 patients with no viral species detected at diagnosis subsequently had the detection of a DNA virus (Figure 3B). These results suggest that viral infection and reactivation are present at the time of diagnosis, but that the relative species composition changes over time as patients receive induction chemotherapy. To look for evidence that these viral species could be contributing to leukemia formation and persistence, we used the same enrichment strategy to examine the diagnostic bone marrow cellular fractions. We found a small number of sequencing reads from cellular bone marrow samples mapping to HHV6B in 3 patients and Human gammaherpesvirus 4 (EBV) in one patient. However, those species were both found in normal healthy and AML samples, suggesting they are not uniquely required for the persistence of ALL cells at the time of diagnosis.

The viral families detected in our ALL samples were Herpesviridae, Polyomaviridae, Parvoviridae, and Anelloviridae. Five different Herpesviridae were detected, and 16/17 patients had at least one viral species detected, suggesting Herpes virus reactivation is common in children undergoing induction therapy for ALL. Human alphaherpesvirus1 (HSV1) showed the most persistent detection in positive patients. Interestingly, none of these patients developed clinical symptoms that motivated clinicians to test them for HSV1 (Table 1). Polyomaviridae were the second most common family of viruses detected with 12/17 patients testing positive for at least one species while the Paroviridae and Anelloviridae showed more sporadic detection.
Common Features of Microbes in ALL Patients

We found several consistent microbe reservoir patterns within classes across patients. First, fungal and viral sequences tended to be found consistently in both the bone marrow and peripheral blood plasma while bacteria tended to be compartment-specific (Figure 4B). Interestingly, that pattern changes between day 1 and 15 when peripheral blood identified more species at day 1 whereas the two compartments are usually concordant on day 15 (Figure 4C). This suggests the organisms are in locations outside of the bone marrow sampling site at diagnosis and still detected in the peripheral blood, but that microbial DNA has become more widespread on day 15 (Supplemental Figure 6). Importantly, all 17 patients had negative viral and bacterial results when tested for clinical indications except case 10. This suggests that the microbes detected by cfDNA are below the clinical detection and/or sensitivity of current microbe diagnostics.

Discussion

We have shown that a custom ctDNA capture strategy can be used to simultaneously follow disease persistence and microbe dynamics in patients with ALL. We generally found that PB ctDNA persistence generally correlates with disease persistence detected by flow cytometry, and that each compartment can detect disease when the other is negative. This suggests that the two approaches capture complementary information, with ctDNA having the added benefit of potentially identifying variants that are known to have qualitative differences in outcomes, such as NT5C2 or PRS1 mutations resulting in thiopurine resistance and disease recurrence. Our comparisons of NCBM and PB plasma with the cellular leukemia cells at diagnosis found that PB and cellular leukemia cells most closely correlate at diagnosis, but that each compartment is able to capture distinct variants. After starting therapy, the NCBM and PB ctDNA were more closely correlated. These findings suggest that performing invasive bone marrow exams may not add much additional information for genomic testing. Additional studies on larger populations of patients are needed to further clarify these findings.

We also found evidence for dynamic changes in invasive microbes in ALL patients. We identified changes in the most common viral and bacterial species detected compared to healthy controls and found viral reactivation — especially of Herpesviridae and Polyomaviridae as patients underwent treatment. These microbes were all present at subclinical levels. Further work is needed to clarify whether they are altering the clinical course of these patients, including by directly causing infections or limiting the effectiveness of anticancer therapies by delaying administration of chemotherapy or altering the pharmacokinetics. We did not find direct evidence for active microbe infections contributing to the transformation or persistence of the leukemia cells. However, it is possible that one or more of these microbes could be contributing to the initial leukemic transformation but are dispensable as the malignant populations gain the ability to autonomously expand.

Our approach had several important limitations. First, we used a targeted approach using known mutations and microbes. Using a broader exome panel would enable us to capture unknown mutations that enable leukemic cell persistence through cancer evolution or iatrogenic mutagenesis, likely increasing the number of mutations detected per patient and sensitivity of our approach. Similarly, our microbe approach focused on known species. Performing a less biased experimental or computational approach, such as the depletion of human DNA and/or assembly of unmapped reads could uncover novel microbes. We acquired some information on the spatial dynamics of leukemic evolution and microbe invasion by comparing the bone marrow to the peripheral blood. Additional insights could be gained by accessing additional bone marrow sites and other tissue types in these patients.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a customized hybrid capture NGS panel can noninvasively measure the two leading causes of mortality in pediatric ALL patients: leukemic disease burden as well as the
invasion of infectious microbes. This proof-of-concept helps establish a technical and conceptual framework that we anticipate will be expanded and applied to different populations of patients with leukemias, as well as extended to additional cancers. This will help accelerate the attainment of biological insights into the temporal biology of host-microbe-leukemia interactions, including how those changes correlate with and alter anticancer therapy efficacy. We also anticipate fewer invasive bone marrow biopsies will be necessary as these methods improve with standardization and are validated for clinical use.
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Figure 1. A) Workflow for contemporaneous and quantitative profiling of cancer variants and microbial species. Blood draw is followed by centrifugation for separation of cellular and acellular compartments. Probes spanning the target regions of the somatic leukemia panel as well as microbial species hybridize to targets and are enriched through magnetic separation followed by next generation sequencing. B) Depth of coverage is uniform across the panel, spanning all chromosomes. C) cfDNA yield from peripheral blood uptrends a few days after starting chemotherapy during tumor lysis whereas yield from non-cellular bone marrow (NCBM) increases during later phases of induction (while awaiting count recovery).

Figure 2. A) Number of unique variants detected per case. B) Mutational clearance as average VAF across all compartments throughout induction chemotherapy with flow cytometry MRD overlaid quantitatively for days 8 (from peripheral blood), 15 (from bone marrow) and 42 (from bone marrow). Mutational clearance was observed in most cases. In some instances (ex. Case 17 Day 150) mutations were detectable in the blood that were not observed in the bone marrow likely because of spatial heterogeneity. Variants (genes) were rarely shared across patients. Note Cases 10 and 14-16 MRD detectable by flow at end of induction. C) Coverage across cellular bone marrow, cell free bone marrow, and peripheral blood of selected variants known to be found in ALL patients. D) Correlations of variants detected on days 1 and 15 across compartments.

Figure 3 A) Workflow for identification of microbial species. Probes spanning the target regions of the microbial species hybridize to targets and are enriched through magnetic separation followed by next generation sequencing. Raw reads undergo concordance check through Kraken and Blast identification to determine valid number of reads per species. B) Microbial (viral, bacterial, and fungal) abundance in acellular bone marrow, peripheral blood, and cellular bone marrow (when detected) across induction days. Note axes for each case are fit to scale.

Figure 4. A) Peripheral blood viral species detection during induction therapy. Viral species were consistently detected for each case across induction days in peripheral blood. B) Representation of microbial species detected according to compartment across all cases. C) Concordance of fungal, viral, and bacterial species detected across compartments on Days 1 and 15.